
 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR 
THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS  

EASTERN DIVISION 
 
VOLKSWAGEN GROUP OF AMERICA, 
INC., 

Plaintiff, 
 
v. 
 
THE PARTNERSHIPS and 
UNINCORPORATED ASSOCIATIONS 
IDENTIFIED ON SCHEDULE “A,” 
 

Defendants. 

 
Case No. 22-cv-00863 

Judge Martha M. Pacold 

Magistrate Judge Jeffrey Cummings  

 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION ORDER 

 
Plaintiff Volkswagen Group of America, Inc. (“Plaintiff”) filed a Motion for Entry of a 

Preliminary Injunction against the against the fully interactive, e-commerce stores1 operating 

under the seller aliases identified in Schedule A attached hereto (collectively, “Defendants”) and 

using at least the online marketplace accounts identified in Schedule A (the “Online 

Marketplaces”). After reviewing the Motion and the accompanying record, this Court GRANTS 

Plaintiff’s Motion as follows. 

This Court finds Plaintiff has provided notice to Defendants in accordance with the 

Temporary Restraining Order entered February 28, 2022, [24] (“TRO”), and Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 65(a)(1).  

This Court also finds, in the absence of adversarial presentation, that it has personal 

jurisdiction over Defendants because Defendants directly target their business activities toward 

consumers in the United States, including Illinois. Specifically, Plaintiff has provided a basis to 

 
1 The e-commerce store urls are listed on Schedule A hereto under the Online Marketplaces. 
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conclude that Defendants have targeted sales to Illinois residents by setting up and operating e-

commerce stores that target United States consumers using one or more seller aliases, offer 

shipping to the United States, including Illinois, and have sold products using infringing and 

counterfeit versions of Plaintiff’s federally registered trademarks (the “Volkswagen 

Trademarks”) to residents of Illinois. In this case, Plaintiff has presented screenshot evidence that 

each Defendant e-commerce store is reaching out to do business with Illinois residents by 

operating one or more commercial, interactive internet stores through which Illinois residents can 

and do purchase products using counterfeit versions of the Volkswagen Trademarks. See Docket 

No.[18], which includes screenshot evidence confirming that each Defendant e-commerce store 

does stand ready, willing and able to ship its counterfeit goods to customers in Illinois bearing 

infringing and/or counterfeit versions of the Volkswagen Trademarks. 

Registration 
No. Mark 

2,835,662 VOLKSWAGEN 
2,818,615 VW 
3,431,414 TIGUAN 
2,682,428 TOUAREG 
2,528,763 BEETLE 
2,411,743 JETTA 
1,540,381 GTI 
1,468,206 PASSAT 
1,361,724 GOLF 
2,987,620 
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2,849,974  

2,100,963  

3,850,256 

 
3,864,460  

 

This Court also finds that the injunctive relief previously granted in the TRO should remain 

in place through the pendency of this litigation and that issuing this Preliminary Injunction is 

warranted under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65. Evidence submitted in support of this Motion 

and in support of Plaintiff’s previously granted Motion for Entry of a TRO establishes that Plaintiff 

has demonstrated a likelihood of success on the merits; that no remedy at law exists; and that 

Plaintiff will suffer irreparable harm if the injunction is not granted. 

Specifically, Plaintiff has proved a prima facie case of trademark infringement because (1) 

the Volkswagen Trademarks are distinctive marks and are registered with the U.S. Patent and 

Trademark Office on the Principal Register, (2) Defendants are not licensed or authorized to use 
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any of the Volkswagen Trademarks, and (3) Defendants’ use of the Volkswagen Trademarks is 

causing a likelihood of confusion as to the origin or sponsorship of Defendants’ products with 

Plaintiff. Furthermore, Defendants’ continued and unauthorized use of the Volkswagen 

Trademarks irreparably harms Plaintiff through diminished goodwill and brand confidence, 

damage to Plaintiff’s reputation, loss of exclusivity, and loss of future sales. Monetary damages 

fail to address such damage and, therefore, Plaintiff has an inadequate remedy at law. Moreover, 

the public interest is served by entry of this Preliminary Injunction to dispel the public confusion 

created by Defendants’ actions. Accordingly, this Court orders that: 

1. Defendants, their officers, agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and all persons acting 

for, with, by, through, under, or in active concert with them be preliminarily enjoined and 

restrained from: 

a. using the Volkswagen Trademarks or any reproductions, counterfeit copies, or 

colorable imitations in any manner in connection with the distribution, marketing, 

advertising, offering for sale, or sale of any product that is not a genuine Volkswagen 

product or not authorized by Volkswagen to be sold in connection with the 

Volkswagen Trademarks; 

b. passing off, inducing, or enabling others to sell or pass off any product as a genuine 

Volkswagen product or any other product produced by Volkswagen, that is not 

Volkswagen’s or not produced under the authorization, control, or supervision of 

Volkswagen and approved by Volkswagen for sale under the Volkswagen 

Trademarks; 

c. committing any acts calculated to cause consumers to believe that Defendants’ 

products are those sold under the authorization, control, or supervision of 
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Volkswagen, or are sponsored by, approved by, or otherwise connected with 

Volkswagen; and 

d. manufacturing, shipping, delivering, holding for sale, transferring or otherwise 

moving, storing, distributing, returning, or otherwise disposing of, in any manner, 

products or inventory not manufactured by or for Volkswagen, nor authorized by 

Volkswagen to be sold or offered for sale, and which bear any of Volkswagen’s 

trademarks, including the Volkswagen Trademarks, or any reproductions, counterfeit 

copies, or colorable imitations. 

2. Defendants shall not transfer or dispose of any money or other of Defendants’ assets in any 

of Defendants’ financial accounts. 

3. Upon Plaintiff’s request, Defendants and any third party with actual notice of this Order 

who is providing services for any of Defendants, or in connection with any of Defendants’ 

Online Marketplaces, including, without limitation, any online marketplace platforms such 

as eBay, Inc. (“eBay”), AliExpress, Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. (“Alibaba”), 

Amazon.com, Inc., ContextLogic Inc. d/b/a Wish.com (“Wish.com”), and Dhgate 

(collectively, the “Third Party Providers”), shall, within seven (7) calendar days after 

receipt of such notice, provide to Plaintiff expedited discovery, limited to copies of 

documents and records in such person’s or entity’s possession or control sufficient to 

determine: 

a. the identities and locations of Defendants, their officers, agents, servants, employees, 

attorneys, and any persons acting in active concert or participation with them, 

including all known contact information and all associated e-mail addresses; 
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b. the nature of Defendants’ operations and all associated sales, methods of payment for 

services, and financial information, including, without limitation, identifying 

information associated with the Online Marketplaces and Defendants’ financial 

accounts, including Defendants’ sales and listing history related to their respective 

Online Marketplaces; and 

c. any financial accounts owned or controlled by Defendants, including their officers, 

agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and any persons acting in active concert or 

participation with them, including such accounts residing with or under the control of 

any banks, savings and loan associations, payment processors or other financial 

institutions, including, without limitation, PayPal, Inc. (“PayPal”), eBay, Alipay, 

Wish.com, Alibaba, Ant Financial Services Group (“Ant Financial”), Amazon Pay, 

DHgate, or other merchant account providers, payment providers, third party 

processors, and credit card associations (e.g., MasterCard and VISA). 

4. Upon Plaintiff’s request, those with notice of this Order, including the Third Party 

Providers as defined in Paragraph 3, shall within seven (7) calendar days after receipt of 

such notice, disable and cease displaying any advertisements used by or associated with 

Defendants in connection with the sale of counterfeit and infringing goods using the 

Volkswagen Trademarks. 

5. Any Third Party Providers, including PayPal, eBay, Alipay, Alibaba, Ant Financial, 

Wish.com, DHgate, and Amazon Pay, shall, within seven (7) calendar days of receipt of 

this Order: 

a. locate all accounts and funds connected to Defendants’ seller aliases, including, but 

not limited to, any financial accounts connected to the information listed in Schedule 
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A hereto, the e-mail addresses identified in Exhibit 3 to the Declaration of Dana A. 

Cizmadia, and any e-mail addresses provided for Defendants by third parties; and 

b. restrain and enjoin any such accounts or funds from transferring or disposing of any 

money or other of Defendants’ assets until further order by this Court. 

6. Plaintiff may provide notice of the proceedings in this case to Defendants, including service 

of process pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(f)(3), and any future motions, by electronically 

publishing a link to the Pleadings, this Order, and other relevant documents on a website 

and by sending an e-mail with a link to said website to the e-mail addresses identified in 

Exhibit 3 to the Declaration of Dana A. Cizmadia and any e-mail addresses provided for 

Defendants by third parties. The Clerk of the Court is directed to issue a single original 

summons in the name of “The Partnerships and all other Defendants identified in the 

Complaint” that shall apply to all Defendants. The combination of providing notice via 

electronic publication and e-mail, along with any notice that Defendants receive from 

payment processors, shall constitute notice reasonably calculated under all circumstances 

to apprise Defendants of the pendency of the action and afford them the opportunity to 

present their objections. 

7. Schedule A to the Complaint [2], Exhibit 3 to the Declaration of Dana A. Cizmadia [18],, 

and the TRO [24] are unsealed. 

8. Any Defendants that are subject to this Order may appear and move to dissolve or modify 

the Order as permitted by and in compliance with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and 

the Northern District of Illinois Local Rules. Any third party impacted by this Order may 

move for appropriate relief. 
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9. The $10,000 bond posted by Plaintiff shall remain with the Court until a final disposition 

of this case or until this Preliminary Injunction is terminated. 

SO ORDERED: 

          
        /s/ Martha M. Pacold 
        Martha M. Pacold 
        United States District Judge 
Dated: April 5, 2022 
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Volkswagen Group of America, Inc. v. The Partnerships and Unincorporated Associations 
Identified on Schedule "A" - Case No. 22-cv-00863 

  
Schedule A 

  
Defendant Online Marketplaces 

No URL Name / Seller Alias 
1 amazon.com/sp?seller=A30X90N760EA8E CAR FAN 
2 amazon.com/sp?seller=A316SYVYAZPKIG zhangdahuiDM 
3 amazon.com/sp?seller=A31O74TKBGFB47 Runxianshangdian 
4 amazon.com/sp?seller=A31O8BCMNJ0C6G LIEJ 
5 amazon.com/sp?seller=A32INS9NJ6RDEO AMHANYUNXI 
6 amazon.com/sp?seller=A33OT26SBCHI38 VF accessories 
7 amazon.com/sp?seller=A35RWYVTH7U8YJ LzhLzh Lcc 
8 amazon.com/sp?seller=A36HLBY6J5WWIF TANGUST 

9 amazon.com/sp?seller=A37YFX0I6IXA5F 
Chifengshisongshanquyanqibaihuo
jingxiaochu 

10 amazon.com/sp?seller=A39JYBQUUKU173 A39JYBQUUKU173 
11 amazon.com/sp?seller=A39LKFU3IGGLUQ WhiteSails SA 
12 amazon.com/sp?seller=A39SGW03I1S6EC yuyangbin-Home 
13 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3AAYZAWXEAY86 Tucson--US 
14 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3BBO2ACQ9PDX6 DUANQIWEI 

15 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3CGXQ425T05DC 
zhengzhougenyanshangmaoyouxi
angongsi 

16 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3E5VAT4BPJJ85 
zhoukoushisuocuoshangmaoyouxi
angongsi 

17 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3G4SOFY77LJ77 YYDZBM 
18 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3HVVVBORVRIJA LCM&NA 
19 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3KCHLE44Z0I29 OLIKE-CARBON 
20 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3KDAK1QNTC7A1 Game guru 
21 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3KL3F2XC9V7PP DZC-GJ 
22 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3LO0JUDQL83RC A3LO0JUDQL83RC 
23 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3LP8IS1A3NY4D jionkey1108 
24 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3MZCLTTX9AUA1 GaleJade 
25 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3P1OZBUEO7785 longzhimei 
26 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3RFN7M0C1QKVP SUJWER 
27 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3SV06RP7LFV6D xtcar 
28 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3T1VZDV3FXWU3 Xiaodeng 
29 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3T6JWN1HYAE1F Mirtry Gtietd 
30 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3T6UL003R7CRR LJSW 
31 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3TC9XRWCV0DPO SENYAZON-US 
32 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3TDVCBG4H5H2U clear Qing 
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33 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3VW39GBENNSRD Knight auto 

34 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3W4QQDHD1CFV3 
gui zhou xiao shang an dun mao yi 
you xian gong si 

35 amazon.com/sp?seller=A5FDHW7F4Y9V4 Febway 
36 amazon.com/sp?seller=A5GFVU7NFL1OJ A5GFVU7NFL1OJ 
37 amazon.com/sp?seller=A5GYCC2M3G9TF XiangC 
38 amazon.com/sp?seller=A6EHIDCOIGWX4 ZIMIZ 
39 amazon.com/sp?seller=A7HQMWTXKRN51 GOTR 
40 amazon.com/sp?seller=A805CBQEVMBWQ Da shen shop 
41 amazon.com/sp?seller=A86HJME8340SI yangjiaolian-Home 
42 amazon.com/sp?seller=A8M53LMXXYQ9C BOYI&NA 
43 amazon.com/sp?seller=A8V13KTYDB52L YXH Store 
44 amazon.com/sp?seller=A9M8RXOFUITTG WANGWEI6389 
45 amazon.com/sp?seller=ABUWUWJX0GLJ2 huayujia-home 
46 amazon.com/sp?seller=ADBX1SSRG2RAG BD-Boombdl Direct 
47 amazon.com/sp?seller=AE11AWFQKWQHM LJHlk Lcc 
48 amazon.com/sp?seller=AECOJ09YCHHVF SLan Shop 
49 amazon.com/sp?seller=AET2RG38IEVOY lv liang shi li shi qu yang kai 
50 amazon.com/sp?seller=AF4G6VFASUZPV Happy car 
51 amazon.com/sp?seller=AFU4C074P285Q songsangmao1992 
52 amazon.com/sp?seller=AH53LESDQ51P3 The mechanic's Apprentice 
53 amazon.com/sp?seller=AJD85SR68848N cccbaihuo-Home 

54 amazon.com/sp?seller=AL2JNNVKBSCBN 
yuanpingshixizhenshiguangzahuod
ian 

55 amazon.com/sp?seller=AM59V7SPARBTF TiToeKi USA 
56 amazon.com/sp?seller=AM87H99LNHSB2 Pucous Lcc 
57 amazon.com/sp?seller=AM9QVLCEOKLBN naxienian 
58 amazon.com/sp?seller=AME5EVO44QWIM YEQIQIDIANS 
59 amazon.com/sp?seller=AMSGSDJW6X6YZ AMSGSDJW6X6YZ 
60 amazon.com/sp?seller=AMZDEDDQV59X1 xiangyuejiazhou 
61 amazon.com/sp?seller=AOL2RY9RH9EIG Blur&Oasis 
62 amazon.com/sp?seller=ASHXRPVJ40PN8 GZMILU 
63 amazon.com/sp?seller=ATHCDA6T3BM1O ATHCDA6T3BM1O 
64 amazon.com/sp?seller=AU2P2U543I6O6 Sendi Lcc 
65 amazon.com/sp?seller=AUV6D98PDVS3E SHENGHA10 
66 amazon.com/sp?seller=AW8PKMNL142X3 crookedgu 
67 amazon.com/sp?seller=AXARO6EM4ZDRJ MAXDOOL 
68 amazon.com/sp?seller=AXPNYK7CGLAB6 Hurricane-S 
69 amazon.com/sp?seller=AXWHE7F0UY01B XLSM 
70 amazon.com/sp?seller=AZ5WB4E16PS5D liufangnan 
71 amazon.com/sp?seller=AZFLVIJ8NRP3V TrimAutoac77 
72 dhgate.com/store/20368058 googjle 
73 dhgate.com/store/20419353 zhangchao188 
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74 dhgate.com/store/20724786 nydian 
75 dhgate.com/store/20992787 qsuper2 
76 dhgate.com/store/21008675 car_stickers 
77 dhgate.com/store/21063189 suozhi1998 

78 
dhgate.com/wholesale/products/ff80808166f8e8ea016
73b7560fb5852.html ldy1car 

79 ebay.com/usr/682985cyp 682985cyp 
80 ebay.com/usr/9ele_qrhis4c 9ele_qrhis4c 
81 ebay.com/usr/elifestar elifestar 
82 ebay.com/usr/fossika6618 fossika6618 
83 ebay.com/usr/goods4u2222 goods4u2222 
84 ebay.com/usr/haif-trading haif-trading 
85 ebay.com/usr/jaydenk8888 jaydenk8888 
86 ebay.com/usr/jiaming2020 jiaming2020 
87 ebay.com/usr/lishihu2017 lishihu2017 
88 ebay.com/usr/suit_u2018 suit_u2018 
89 ebay.com/usr/tracyyantao-7 tracyyantao-7 
90 ebay.com/usr/traczhimi_0 traczhimi_0 
91 ebay.com/usr/tuowin2019 tuowin2019 
92 ebay.com/usr/tz-autmac tz-autmac 
93 ebay.com/usr/wupeng_35 wupeng_35 
94 ebay.com/usr/xiaojin0930 xiaojin0930 
95 ebay.com/usr/yanzhimin0323-6 yanzhimin0323-6 
96 wish.com/merchant/54219cba5f313f08fec9fdeb guangzhou Liyuan 

97 wish.com/merchant/549a4236546ead07efde5621 
beijingyingjianhongruanruanjianke
jiyouxiangongsi 

98 wish.com/merchant/559133617b59a74047bbcf05 Today trading company 
99 wish.com/merchant/56409aff42ebd8242973754b Small tree trading company 

100 wish.com/merchant/56a03c12b5bf9a0a81464776 Flamestor 
101 wish.com/merchant/56c441d78bd26e617f048b57 Round foreign trade shop 
102 wish.com/merchant/56c7408ebc435416f4599133 wangdongxu 
103 wish.com/merchant/57073b4efda6256ab614d421 shuangyuerjingpin 
104 wish.com/merchant/579a11efeaa14d3d272b51a3 LOVE2HOME 
105 wish.com/merchant/57bc56c844ee7f6f8db66c72 Eagle Trading Company 
106 wish.com/merchant/5858e3e9b2649a4fa9df2396 CSCD 
107 wish.com/merchant/58789b5543f5bd4cc9998059 Lisa-xu 
108 wish.com/merchant/58a1d4cd03fdea4f4c2b2494 MFC 
109 wish.com/merchant/58c939319d11615080aeb79f liuwaiyhh 
110 wish.com/merchant/5915b63dfa19bf30954bc753 Q Fashion foreign trade shop 
111 wish.com/merchant/59706328d44a9b6a35a5ffa0 laodang 
112 wish.com/merchant/5af19208ca923e1ca8d8d68f SENYAZON 
113 wish.com/merchant/5afae8e0f3b7142b69f24264 luoqiulian 
114 wish.com/merchant/5b20cda8eae8b472dc34ea85 yangzizi 
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115 wish.com/merchant/5b695625aa1d27143798584f ganmipu 
116 wish.com/merchant/5b6c1318e1130e1c2fe58955 Yihuanpeijian888 
117 wish.com/merchant/5d3b21ba0ff7f93e803a54ed XIAOCILAO 
118 wish.com/merchant/5d52628927752b1d513d8b87 cccyes 
119 wish.com/merchant/5e59d9f629e7866e0d24f993 Q ZDF LOP 
120 wish.com/merchant/5e6725f529e7864abc176cff huang44qwe 
121 wish.com/merchant/5e6cbe10b27484782dc143df DidaogushangzH 
122 wish.com/merchant/5e6ccfba57af09851f60d2ea JingyinaioZz 
123 wish.com/merchant/5e70ab2596aac58f27bac2ac yangling998 
124 wish.com/merchant/5e7324518a6c2b67e652b245 fc789789 
125 wish.com/merchant/5e86b2886fe69a77c8aa76f7 eik066 
126 wish.com/merchant/5ea81c7403b886020d10b400 ZQL002 
127 wish.com/merchant/5eddf1091cb11870ad61162b yuanguizhuanl 
128 wish.com/merchant/5f0164d4555aedc003e4cbaf ngwg4 
129 wish.com/merchant/5f040b9231e08c5d5ac32ae3 CXLWM 
130 wish.com/merchant/5f0c35ec7ce0e9bbe4b346f1 znghohoya 
131 wish.com/merchant/5f24dcae7ec4106a4402a84f lia0086shop 
132 wish.com/merchant/5f33687b3400c12398df21a1 longguilian4413 
133 wish.com/merchant/5f337c5a5a4296003cc95af1 Yangying12345 
134 wish.com/merchant/5f83b3f14392de56474e8957 Liusanmei720905 
135 wish.com/merchant/5f862f6daa3c3360fbed346d Calligraphy Fonts 
136 wish.com/merchant/5f8a5ef46b49466c9bfaf8e2 yujhs 
137 wish.com/merchant/5fd340d058cd77370ae7f6a2 guanweixin8936 
138 wish.com/merchant/6001ad8769d628e1912b3ba6 Auto car1 
139 wish.com/merchant/6051b79ffebc545904951721 guowei1122 
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